Insulation from viral transcriptional regulatory elements enables improvement to hepatoma-specific gene expression from adenovirus vectors.
We previously reported that the HS-4 insulator, derived from the chicken beta-globin locus, was able to shield a downstream inducible promoter from viral enhancers or silencers present in the genome of adenovirus vectors. In this study, we constructed two recombinant adenoviruses (Ad) that express an alkaline phosphatase (AP) reporter gene driven by an alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) enhancer/promoter with and without HS-4 insulator (Ad.HS4.AFP-AP and Ad.AFP-AP). The insulated vector, Ad.HS4.AFP-AP, conferred significantly higher AP expression than Ad.AFP-AP in all AFP-producing hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines (HepG2, Hep3B, and HuH7) examined. AP expression from Ad.HS4.AFP-AP was specific to hepatoma cells and barely detectable in AFP-negative tumor cell lines and normal human cells, including human hepatocytes. Intravenous infusion of viral vectors into mice with liver metastasis derived from Hep3B hepatoma cells resulted in AP expression exclusively localized to tumor cells. The number of tumor cells with detectable AP expression was significantly higher in mice infused with Ad.HS4.AFP-AP than in mice that received the non-insulated vector. This study demonstrates that the HS-4 insulator in the context of an Ad vector can increase the activity of the AFP promoter, while maintaining its tumor-specificity in vitro and in vivo. Considering that the anti-tumor activity of oncolytic vectors often depends on the level of pro-apoptotic or suicide gene expression, insulators might be a useful tool to improve the efficacy and specificity of these vectors.